A Bayesian Shared Control Approach for Wheelchair Robot with Brain Machine Interface.
To enhance the performance of the brain-actuated robot system, a novel shared controller based on Bayesian approach is proposed for intelligently combining robot automatic control and brain-actuated control, which takes into account the uncertainty of robot perception, action and human control. Based on maximum a posteriori probability (MAP), this method establishes the probabilistic models of human and robot control commands to realize the optimal control of a brain-actuated shared control system. Application on an intelligent Bayesian shared control system based on steady-state visual evoked potential (SSVEP)-based brain machine interface (BMI) is presented for all-time continuous wheelchair navigation task. Moreover, to obtain more accurate brain control commands for shared controller and adapt the proposed system to the uncertainty of electroencephalogram (EEG), a hierarchical brain control mechanism with feedback rule is designed. Experiments have been conducted to verify the proposed system in several scenarios. Eleven subjects participated in our experiments and the results illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.